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MACEO PARKER
				MARCUS MILLER & GUESTS
Thursday 9th JULY:

JOEY ALEXANDER trio
				lincoln center jazz orchestra with WyNTON MARSALIS

FRIDAY 10th JULY: 		

SATURDAY 11th JULY:

THE SOUL REBELS

				

THE ROOTS

ERIC LEGNINI TRIO « Six Strings Under »
				MELODY GARDOT & L’ORCHESTRE PHILHARMONIQUE DE MONTE CARLO
SUNDAY 12th JULY: :

LEE RITENOUR & DAVE GRUSIN
				GREGORY PORTER
MONDAY 13th JULY:

TOM PENG NEW GRASS BAND
				TOM OREN TRIO
				Vincent PEIRANI & friends
TUESDAY 14th JULY:

WEDNESDAY 15th JULY:

JAZZ EN FETE

THURSDAY 16th JULY:

Evan Wilson & Ashlee Simpson

				

DIANA ROSS

JOE LOVANO US5
				HERBIE HANCOCK
FRIDAY 17th JULY:

ANNE PACEO “bright shadows"
				IBRAHIM MAALOUF
SATURDAY 18th JULY:

soirée Gospel
				AMADOU & MARIAM and the BLIND BOYS OF ALABAMA
SUNDAY 19th JULY: 		

DOMINIQUE FILS-AIME
				LIONEL RICHIE “Hello Tour 2020"
WEDNESDAY 22nd JULY:

Charlie Mingus
1960

"One becomes young at 60." (Picasso)

© P. Lapijover

As the oldest jazz festival in Europe, the
Antibes Juan-les-Pins International Jazz
Festival is an integral part of French and
European culture and heritage, essential for
its exceptional influence, which makes it one
of the most prestigious and useful vectors of
communication of Antibes Juan-les-Pins and
the Côte d’Azur on the international scene.

Archie Shepp
1975
© P. Lapijover

Since its creation in 1960, "Jazz à Juan"
has remained, over the decades, an open,
evolutionary festival. It is difficult to name
all those who have performed in the magical
setting of the Gould pine grove, leaving their
imprint to posterity, but also the prints of their
hands, which you can discover all along the
Allée des Empreintes, inaugurated this year
as part of the new development of the pine
grove.

Ray Charles
1980s

As it celebrates its 60th anniversary, more
than ever, "Jazz à Juan" keeps the visceral
instinct of its own legend, welcoming many
of those who are and will make it a glorious
event. Organised in parallel, with the National
Education and the Albert Camus Media
Library, Jazz workshops for schoolchildren
in the Antibes district, but also, during the
festival, "Jammin’Summer Session", a series
of concerts presenting to the general public,
on several stages of the city, emerging bands.

Didier
Lockwood
Bireli
Lagrène
Babik
Reinhardt
1998

© M. Boisnard

"Jazz à Juan" will also offer at the Conference
centre, from 2nd to 5th December 2020, the
4th edition of "Jammin’Juan", an international
market dedicated to jazz professionals,
welcoming festival programmers, music
agents, venue managers, jazz clubs,
journalists, musicians and... the public of
course.

Marcus Miller - 2015
© G. Lefrancq

Of all this, Antibes Juan-les-Pins, the
"Hometown" of jazz in Europe for sixty
years, can only be proud, at the dawn of the
celebration of an anniversary that promises
to be exceptional in every respect.
Sonny Rollins - 2004
© Y. Seuret
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From 30 € to 130 €

Thursday
9th
July

Maceo Parker
Maceo Parker, a saxophonist, adored for twenty-five years in James
Brown’s orchestra, caught up in the P. Funk nebula, from George
Clinton’s "Parliament" to Bootsy Collins’s "Rubber Band", has
now earned his star status by achieving the marvellous alchemy
between the different currents of black American music. In the
vanguard of groove, he mixes all the trends of funky jazz going
back to the sources of gospel and blues, with only one goal: the
overheating of concert halls. A furious invitation to surrender to
the madness of incredibly energetic music.
Jazz dictionaries take funk back to the very beginning of the (last)
century: a mixture of blues and gospel, the very roots of jazz with
©Rights reserved
this authentic, rustic aspect. Maceo, for his part, doesn’t bother
with these convolutions: "When you play music, and the audience
really participates, feels like dancing, clapping their hands, then there," he laughs, "that’s what I call
funky music." A jazz-funk carried by the lungs of steel of an exceptional artist who returns to play
the "horny horns" with his latest album, Life on Planet Groove - Revisited in front of the Juan-les-Pins
audience, addicted, since his first concert in the Gould pine forest, to the famous "Maceo Touch".
His "Jazz à Juan" concerts: 1997, 2002, 2003, 2005, 2010

Marcus Miller & Guests
Winner of two Grammy® Awards, the Edison Award for Lifetime
Achievement in Jazz, and a Victoire du Jazz award for lifetime
achievement in France, Marcus Miller is not only the pioneer of the
all-terrain electric bass and an outstanding multi-instrumentalist but
also a composer and producer of exceptional talent. The legendary
album Tutu, composed and produced for Miles Davis, sealed his world
reputation when he was only 25 years old. Since then, his numerous
collaborations with the greatest (Miles Davis, Eric Clapton, George
Benson, Aretha Franklin, Brian Ferry, Wayne Shorter, Herbie Hancock
and Carlos Santana to name but a few) have shaped his musical
environment.
Present in "Jazz à Juan" in 2009 with Stanley Clarke and Victor Wooten,
ambassador of the 2010 edition with the Orchestre Philharmonique de
©Rights reserved
Monte-Carlo, back in 2011 for a superb Tribute to Miles, in 2013 with
Renaissance, then in 2015, with his Gnawa musicians and a very special
guest, Ibrahim Maalouf, Marcus Miller, since 1996 and his first appearance in the pine grove, has
never ceased to surprise, propose and convince. Back to Juan this year, he has carte blanche for
this 60th edition for an evening that promises to remain in the legend of "Jazz à Juan" and at which,
without a doubt, many Very Special Guests will perform.
His "Jazz à Juan" concerts: 1996, 1998, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2015,
2016, 2018
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Friday
10th
July

From 28 € to 110 €

Joey Alexander trio
Born in Bali on 25 June 2003, Joey Alexander discovered jazz thanks to his father, who introduced
him to the classics of the genre. At the age of six, he began learning the piano by himself with
the small electronic keyboard he was given by his father. He was eight years old when UNESCO
invited him to play solo in front of an enthusiastic Herbie Hancock. Joey later confided to him: "You
told me that you believed in me, and from that day on, I decided to devote my childhood to jazz."
An invitation from Wynton Marsalis led to his first appearance in the
United States, on the stage of the "Jazz at Lincoln Center".
th

A touch of a thousand nuances, a perfect rhythmic mastery, a beautiful
elegance in the compositions, and an ideal gift for improvisation...
Joey Alexander takes on standards with a refreshing approach, fusing
them with his own compositions, revealing the heart and soul, sensitive
and sincere, of his personality as a musician. At only 17, he has just
released his 5th album, Warna, on the prestigious Verve label. It follows
four albums released by Motema Music, which earned him three
Grammy Award® nominations, as well as honours from Downbeat and
JazzTimes magazines.
1st concert in Juan
©Meredith Truax

lincoln center jazz orchestra with WYnton MarsaliS
Since his time with Art Blakey’s legendary "Jazz Messengers"
at the turn of the 1980s, he has been in the headlines. The
newspaper has been thrilled (and sometimes annoyed) by this
brilliant trumpet player who is top of his class. A fertile composer,
charismatic leader, and artistic director of the jazz department at
the prestigious Lincoln Center, Wynton Marsalis today occupies
a special place in the contemporary jazz landscape. A fabulous
musician who, more than any other, has been able to legitimise
jazz as a significant form of 20th-century American art.
A virtuoso composer who goes from the creation of a jazz opera
to the recordings of the Brandenburg Concertos of Bach. Great
pedagogue at the head of the Jazz Lincoln Center, Doctor Honoris
Causa of the University Jean Moulin - Lyon 3 for his commitment
to education by music. Knight of the Legion of Honour, Wynton
Marsalis has already established himself as a historic figure in jazz
for the past twenty years, in the light of a tremendous enthusiasm
© Frank Stewart
never denied: "Jazz, we play it, we teach it, we write it, we sing it,
we present it, we film it, we produce it, we archive it, we record it, we broadcast it, we celebrate it,
we love and we share it". All is said.
His "Jazz à Juan" concerts: 1995, 1997, 2002, 2013.
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Saturday
11th
July

From 20 € to 100 €

THE SOULS REBELS
The Soul Rebels are riding high. They have received national
attention, in particular through performances with Katy Perry
and DMX, and the band continues to expand its international
reach, touring four continents. Their explosive stage presence
has led to live collaborations with the likes of Macy Gray,
Robert Glasper and Metallica among many others, and has
had them opening for Lauryn Hill and Nile Rodgers.
© DR

The Soul Rebels started with an idea – to expand upon the pop music they loved on the radio and
the New Orleans brass tradition they grew up on. They took that tradition and blended funk and
soul with elements of hip hop, jazz and rock all within a brass band context. The band has built a
career around an eclectic live show that harnesses the power of horns and drums in a deep pocket
funk party-like atmosphere. The Soul Rebels continue to chart new territory as they feature in major
films, tour globally, and combine topnotch musicianship with songs that celebrate dancing, life, funk
and soul.
Their album Poetry in Motion, released in autumn 2019, has put the band front and centre and
showcases the wide breadth of musical genres and special collaborations that have come to identify
the musically chameleon-like band.
1st "Jazz à Juan" concert

The Roots
If there is a band whose name is inscribed in gold letters in the legend of hip-hop and has been
accompanying its destiny since 1987, it is indeed the legendary crew of "The Roots". Around the
talents of its two founders, Black Thought and Questlove, the protean Philadelphian band has been
able to differentiate itself by offering music that breaks away from hip-hop, without ever claiming
(or being able) to be sidelined from it. The "Roots" have managed to impose a style in which jazz is
the most significant and most recognizable source of inspiration. Musically, the jazz is syncopated,
the rhythm clearly sequenced to imprint the beat.
"The Roots" masters all the codes and knows all the notes, linking
sounds without transition with incredible ease. There are no
boundaries to the groove of Black Thought, the band’s rapper,
gliding with virtuosity from low to high, in concert with the brass,
drums, and electric guitar. Music played live and composed
collectively, with an original sample work since it is their own
takes recorded in the studio that are used as a musical base. Add
to this the list of artists who have requested the services of the
band (Erykah Badu, Cody Chestnutt, Al Green, Jill Scott, Elvis
Costello, D’Angelo...) and you will have understood that with "The
Roots", "Jazz à Juan" welcomes preeminence.
1st concert in Juan

© Artwork
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From 28 € to 120 €

Sunday
12th
July

Eric Legnini trio « Six Strings Under »

A pupil of Richie Beirach, a disciple of Herbie Hancock and Phineas
Newborn, pianist and producer Eric Legnini is considered one of
the leaders of European jazz. He has long accompanied musicians
from all walks of life, from Claude Nougaro to Ibrahim Maalouf, from
Didier Lockwood to Yael Naïm, a talent which has made him one of the
most sought-after artists on the French music scene. Eric Legnini was
discovered in Stefano Di Battista’s quintet, and throughout his career,
he developed a jazz sound tinged with afro-jazz, soul, and funk rhythms.
Winner of the best jazz album in 2011 with The Vox, the first of a
beautiful tryptic dedicated to the voice (Sing Twice, Waxx Up), Eric
Legnini returns to a purely instrumental formula with Thomas Bramerie
© Marc Obin
and Rocky Gresset. A return to the roots for one of the masters of the
trio’s art, developing music in perpetual movement generated by an
obsessive groove and a formidable technique. Rocky Gresset’s guitar, enriched by listening to the
masters of the gypsy style (Django especially), but also Biréli Lagrène and Pat Metheny, creates an
entirely original universe. The double bass of Thomas Bramerie, who has accompanied the greatest
voices (Dee Dee Bridgewater, Milton Nascimento...), brings a solid base, a round and subtle sound.
Finally, Eric Legnini’s keyboard, rich in his experiences, always keeps a visible link with the melody:
melody, singing, it’s a leitmotiv, his musical DNA. The unique repertoire of the new trio allows Juan
to promise a concert full of lyricism and, of course... groove!
His concerts in Juan : 2005, 2014.

Melody Gardot & l’orchestre philharmonique de Monte-Carlo
"A sudden downpour of timeless class and melancholy glamour, which has touched the hearts of
the general public while continuing to make the hearts of music experts beat." Alain De Repentigny
(La Presse). Everything has been said about Melody Gardot’s astonishing journey, from the terrible
accident that left her between life and death at the age of nineteen, to her incredible resurrection
in which music played a significant therapeutic role. Songwriter, composer, and performer, Melody
Gardot impresses with her husky and uncommonly mature voice,
sophisticated and profound, enveloping, and responsive. At the same
time, her music, with its shimmering melodies, delves discreetly into
the intimate.
Elegantly inspired by the swing of historical crooners with carefully
composed poetic lyrics, coloured with blues and folk accents,
she traces a path of life made up of songs with subtle harmonic
sophistication, imbued with intellectually unstoppable sensual
volutes. But beware: the glamorous diva also knows how to play
with her audience, she’s funny! Femme fatale, she is, and the stage
is her red carpet: "I feel at home when I go on stage. I love the fact
that people can be in an enclosed space with an artist and share a
moment with him." Especially since she is performing for the 60th
anniversary, accompanied by the superb Monte-Carlo Philharmonic
Orchestra.
Her concerts in Juan: 2010, 2013, 2015, 2018

© Franco P Tettamanti
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Monday
13th
July

From 30 € to 130 €

Lee Ritenour & Dave Grusin

An emblematic figure of the Californian fusion music of the 70s, a mix
of electro and jazz with a very rhythmic rhythm and dazzling effects,
Lee Ritenour (aka the aptly named "Captain Fingers") has played with
the greatest and recorded more than forty albums. This outstanding
guitarist has over 3,000 recording sessions with a wide range of artists:
first session at the age of sixteen with The Mamas and The Papas, then
Pink Floyd (the album The Wall), Paul Simon & Art Garfunkel, Steely
Dan, BB King, Bob Marley, Dizzy Gillespie, Sonny Rollins, Frank Sinatra,
Quincy Jones, Aretha Franklin, Steve Lukather...
During the 1970s, already twice winner of the "Guitar Player"
referendum, Lee Ritenour, a luminous, sharp and inspired guitarist,
© Dave Amparo
began recording under his own name, releasing numerous albums in
which his style, influenced by Wes Montgomery, John McLaughlin and
Latin music, asserted itself. In the 1980s, his records were highly successful (a Grammy® for his 1985
album Harlequin and no less than seventeen nominations during his prolific career). Co-founder of
the smooth jazz band «Fourplay,» this apostle of jazz, rock, blues, funk (and even classical) fusion,
introduces himself to Juan with Dave Grusin. Composer of film music (Les Trois Jours du Condor,
Tootsie, Le Champion, La Maison du lac, etc.), Oscar winner in 1989 for Robert Redford’s film Milagro,
Grusin is also known as an excellent jazz keyboardist. During their 40-year friendship, Lee and
Dave have recorded three albums and have been nominated three times for Grammy Awards®.
1st concert in Juan

Gregory Porter
"The voice is the music of the soul." If there is one man to
whom this aphorism of Barbara fits like a glove, it is Gregory
Porter, a four-foot-tall quadra colossus, a "gentleman" in a
three-piece suit with his heart on his sleeve, always wearing
his eternal "apple cap". After patiently waiting for his hour of
glory on the stages of musicals, he has imposed himself in a
few years with the strength of an exceptional timbre inherited
from the gospel tradition, as well as from the loving listening
of Nat King Cole. Wynton Marsalis is eloquent in his wellknown sobriety: "A fantastic young singer".

© Ami Sioux

Everyone remembers his superb performance in the summer of 2014 on the "Jazz à Juan" stage and
his unforgettable duet with Stevie Wonder. His voice, evoking legendary crooners as much as the
great interpreters of soul music (Marvin Gaye and Donny Hathaway), is one of those that cannot be
forgotten, filling the space, but dialoguing just as effortlessly with the instruments that accompany
it. Especially since this subtle baritone, who won a Grammy Award® in 2014 with Liquid Spirit, is
also a skillful composer who masterfully takes on the junction between jazz and soul and reveals
himself on stage as a remarkable showman, as sensitive as he is generous.
His " Jazz à Juan" concerts: 2014, 2015
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Evening courtesy of the
town of Antibes
By invitation

Tuesday
14th
July

Tom Peng New Grass Band
They’ve never been to Kentucky, they don’t own a
pickup truck: they’re from Inner Mongolia. Tom Peng
and Jerry Liu ("Tom and Jerry" as they are nicknamed)
had very different musical backgrounds before
meeting each other, Tom Peng on classical violin and
Jerry on rock guitar. In 2002, following their encounter
with an alternative country/bluegrass band, the
obvious thing became apparent: "Mongolian music is
a bit like bluegrass. Moreover, if America has cowboys,
so does Mongolia". This is how the adventure began.

©DR

2012 saw the birth of the "Tom Peng New Grass Band" in
Shanghai, an ensemble with a unique sound and vision. Although rooted in the bluegrass tradition,
their music paints a broader and more diverse picture, moving harmoniously between bluegrass,
jazz, Mongolian music, and traditional Chinese folk music, as well as classically inspired melodies.
The addition of saxophones, flute, drums and piano to the traditional bluegrass instrumentation
gives the band a fresh and innovative sound. Their unique instrumentation, rich vocal harmonies, and
varied repertoire evoke the misty Appalachian Mountains or vast Mongolian prairies. A discovery!
1st concert in Juan
In partnership with JZ FESTIVAL Shanghai

Tom Oren Trio
"In souls nobly born, valour does not depend upon age". The
aphorism is well known, but it suits the pianist Tom Oren, who,
at the age of 24, won the 2018 International Piano Competition
"Thelonious Monk Institute of Jazz", the most prestigious
competition of its kind, which makes him an instant celebrity
in the world of jazz. Tom Oren is a graduate of the famous
"Thelma Yellin" school, where he was already leading a group
performing all over the world, and is also a graduate of the
Israeli Conservatory. He then studied for two years at the
Rimon School of Jazz and Contemporary Music in Israel. In
2012, he moved to Boston, where he attended Berklee College
of Music for four years before joining Eli Degibri’s quartet.
An effervescent pianist, he can trace convincing melodic
tracks, with daring passages and fiery interactions, with a
remarkable delicacy and sense of improvisation. All qualities
that the audience of "Jazz à Juan" had been able to discern
during his performance with Eli Degibri’s quartet in 2019.

© Josh Wool

His "Jazz à Juan" concert: 2019
In partnership with RED SEA JAZZ FESTIVAL
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Evening courtesy of the
town of Antibes
By invitation

Tuesday
14th
July

Vincent Peirani & fRIENDs
As with all popular music, jazz is a music made of strong
personalities. Vincent Peirani’s international recognition is
centred upon this fundamental and essential quality. His musical
charisma, his unique imagination, the conception of his art - the
fruit of an unblinkered journey - quickly made an impression.
After brilliant classical studies (many international awards), his
dive into the jazz universe immediately proved the key to his
success, leading to crowning moments in 2014 and 2015 at the
Victoires du jazz ceremony. To whichever style he turns his hand,
Vincent Peirani has a Midas touch: in jazz of course (his own
projects as well as collaborations with Daniel Humair, Michel
Portal and others), but also French song (Sanseverino, Les Yeux
Noirs), film themes (composer for Barbara by Mathieu Amalric in
2017), etc. And the public follows, since at each performance he
© Dean Bennici
places his listeners in situations where the expected (inventive
takes on well-known airs) is nicely balanced by the unexpected,
and the intellectual and popular go hand-in-hand: this is precisely the mark of the greats.
This musician, who has been completely renewing the language of the accordion for the past ten
years, is now a major artist whose cosmopolitan and uninhibited musical vision and amazing sense
of junctions and colours enable him to apply his rare and precious magical touch.
1st concert in Juan

©Gilles Lefrancq - JAJ 2019

Vincent Peirani : accordion
Emile Parisien : soprano sax
Tony Paeleman : rhodes fender
Julien Herné : bass
Yoann Serra : drums
Marc Berthoumieux : accordion
Daniel Mille : accordion
Charles Pasi : vocals
Harold Lopez Nussa : piano
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Wednesday
15th
July

JAZZ CELEBRATIONS!
Concerts in the streets of
Antibes and Juan-les-Pins
60th anniversary: double the celebrations!
In memory of Sidney Bechet’s crazy parade in
1959, the sounds of jazz will resound and echo
throughout the town.
In keeping with tradition, on 15th July "Jazz à Juan"
will present around ten bands which will perform
in the streets and squares of Antibes during the
first half of the evening, from 7pm to 8pm, then in
Juan-les-Pins from 9:30pm to 10:30pm.
2020 being a special year, celebrations will begin
as early as the Easter weekend.
From Saturday 11th to Monday 13th April, to help
wait until the summer, Jazz à Juan is offering 3
days of jazz at lunchtime and dinnertime…
Free access. More information coming soon, at
www.jazzajuan.com

©Gilles Lefrancq - Jazz zn fête 2019
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Thursday
16th
July

From 45 € to 195 €

Evan Wilson & Ashlee Simpson
A native of Waco, Texas, Ashlee Nicole Simpson is what we
call a complete artist: actress, singer, and singer-songwriter,
she became famous in 2004 thanks to "Pieces of me", from
her first album Autobiography, which was a worldwide
success. After a North American tour and a movie, Ashlee
released her second album in 2005 (I Am Me), then, in 2008,
Bittersweet World, which included the hit "Outta My Head".
At the same time, she got the role of Roxie Hart in the musical
Chicago on Broadway and at the Hollywood Bowl in Los
Angeles, but also that of one of the leading characters in the
series Melrose Place - New Generation.
In 2014, she married Evan, an actor and musician like herself,
with whom she formed the duo "Ashlee+Evan". Evan had
© Jiro Schneider
already made a name for himself by recording the duos
"Don’t Look at Me" and "All I Want" for the series Star, and
"How to Live Alone" featuring an appearance of his mother, Diana Ross, in the clip of the same name.
Ashlee and Evan released a first single in 2018, "I Do", then "Ashlee + Evan" (EP), before making a
tour throughout Northern America in January 2019.
1st concert in Juan

Diana Ross 2020 - LIVE IN CONCERT

Diana Ross is considered one of the most successful recording artists and entertainers of all time.
From her landmark solo career to the early days as the
leader of The Supremes, Ross helped shape the sound of
popular music, changing the landscape and paving the way
for contemporary music.
Ross’ international achievements were acknowledged by
the prestigious Kennedy Center Honors in Washington DC
(2007), celebrating her lustrous career of excellence in
music, film, television and theatre, as well as her cultural
influences, humanitarian work and her contributions to
American culture. The National Academy of Recording Arts &
Sciences celebrated her remarkable career with its highest
honor, The GRAMMY® Lifetime Achievement Award in 2012.
In 2016, Ross received the Presidential Medal of Freedom,
the most prestigious civilian award given to a U.S. citizen.
© Kevin Winter

1 concert in Juan
st
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From 20 € to 100 €

Friday
17th
July

Joe Lovano US5
The tenor of tenors! It is no coincidence that Joe Lovano devoted
one of his major albums, Viva Caruso, in 2002 to the repertoire
of the mythical tenor Enrico Caruso. Crowned in 2019 "tenor
saxophonist of the year" in the famous referendum of the critics
of the American magazine DownBeat, he has established himself
as a figure of contemporary jazz, combining a real rhythmic
flexibility with a high harmonic ease and a very distinctive sound,
which requires complete mastery of the instrument. A synthesis
of the history of the tenor saxophone, a sort of living memory that
indiscriminately embraces tradition and the avant-garde, without
ever losing the lyricism and taste for singing that are not foreign
to his Italian-American roots.
© Jimmy Katz

To retrace the Lovano saga is to plunge into the daily life of a
jazzman for half a century: His twenty-year friendship with Paul
Motian and Bill Frisell for one of the most sublime trios in the history of jazz, the fraternal bond
with John Scofield, the consecration of a long series of albums with Blue Note, until his brand
new signature with ECM, where he recently released an album as leader and multiplied dazzling
collaborations, notably with the Italian trumpet player Enrico Rava, or last summer in Juan, as a
"luxury" guest of Diana Krall.
His "Jazz à Juan" concerts: 1998 (Kenny Werner trio guest), 2019.

Herbie Hancock
When Miles Davis arrived in Europe in 1963, he had in his
new quintet alongside Wayne Shorter, Ron Carter, and Tony
Williams, a twenty-three-year-old pianist, Herbie Hancock,
whose undeniable talent was accompanied by a project as
promising as it was reasoned about the future of jazz. "It is not
a question of entering into competition with classical music,
but of building an art form that is every bit as good". In fact,
few artists have been able to explore a musical palette as
broad as this living jazz legend, putting free in his jazz-rock,
glitter in his funk, electronics in his swing.
Just as Gershwin stamped his seal on the music of Broadway, © Abu Dhabi Festival - LD
Hollywood, and American opera, Hancock opened new
horizons for jazz by influencing the trends of mainstream
music and pop-funk fusion. From his "acoustic" duo with Chick Corea (1978) to the electric and
electronic "hit" (Rockit -1983), from tributes to Miles Davis to film music (Blow-Up by Antonioni,
Around Midnight by Bertrand Tavernier), he has never ceased to distribute in all directions and in
all forms, with a rare happiness, the fruits of his precocity and his musical generosity, combining
with apparent ease a delicate touch and phenomenal rhythmic play.
His "Jazz à Juan" concerts: 1963, 1976, 1979, 1983, 1985, 1990, 1992, 1998, 1999, 2003, 2011, 2015
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Saturday
18th
July

De 28 € à 120 €

Anne Paceo

© Sylvain Gripoix

Charlie Haden said of her: "She has impressed me immensely
with her talent, musicality, and dedication to her art form. Her
personal style and very distinctive sound make her a unique
musician". Drummer, singer, composer, traveller, eclectic,
hyperactive, emancipated, benevolent, authentic, Anne Paceo has
just won her third award (instrumental revelation in 2016, artist of
the year in 2011 and 2019) at the "Victoires du jazz" ceremony. To
her musical abilities (precision of timbres, the art of sculpting a
precise and uncluttered contrasted playing, intense listening of
her partners), this phenomenal drummer adds real qualities as a
composer.

Anne Paceo likes to wander through genres, straddling the boxes in which one would like to confine
her, to produce a universal music, open to the infinite horizons that she seems to scrutinise behind
her pretty round glasses: "I don’t think jazz needs to be dusted off, because it has always been
mixed and evolving. My inspiration comes from all the music I love, which speaks to me and touches
me, from pop to electro, including rhythms from West Africa, Burma... It always amazes me to see
how rich the music is from all over the world." This passion has led her to play in more than 41
countries on all five continents, and to release six albums as a leader, including recently Bright
Shadows, hailed unanimously by the critics.
Her "Jazz à Juan" concert: 2017 (with the "French Quartet")

Ibrahim Maalouf
"Victoire du Jazz" in 2010 in Juan (category "Instrumental
Revelation"), "Victoire de la Musique" in 2014 (category "World
Music"), then in 2017 (concert of the year), Ibrahim Maalouf never
ceases to transcend genres with equal happiness, intertwining tones
and rhythms, underlining the unsuspected connivance between
different musical styles, building an original and autonomous
sound universe based on the fundamentals of European learned
music and avant-garde jazz. Enriched by the constant solicitation
of a palette of rhythms and colours that are as much a part of the
oriental, Latin or Balkan heritage as they are of the most telluric
rock.

© Yann Orhan

"From the nights of embers of Cuban salsa to those of heavy-metal,
from the dawn blued by a trumpet to the Miles Davis to the vertiginous improvisation on Michael
Jackson, everything ends up revealing its coherence, underlining the mastery of the daredevil
composer never surpassed by his audacity" (Francis Dordor) Few trumpet players are as productive
as he is. After having presented his formidable project Queen of Sheba to Juan in 2018, alongside
Agélique Kidjo and the Monaco Philharmonic Orchestra, he returns this year with a new opus called
S3NS. White-hot horns, energetic percussion, a rhythm carved in the rock for a fresh, nostalgic,
mixed music that pays tribute to Latin culture and Afro-Cuban music.
His "Jazz à Juan" concerts: 2013, 2015, 2018
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Evening courtesy of the
town of Antibes
By invitation

Sunday
19th
July

gospel NIGHT
Amadou & Mariam and the Blind Boys of Alabama
They share common origins, which their cultural differences
reinforce and complement. The former form a legendary
duo and have become one of the emblems of Bamako,
contributing to Mali’s international influence. The latter make
up an illustrious American gospel group (5 Grammy Awards®
& 30 albums to their credit), formed in the 1940s which has
collaborated with an impressive number of artists of various
stylistic allegiances (Lou Reed, Tom Waits, Ben Harper, Prince,
Lou Reed and Peter Gabriel...).
"Victoire de la musique" in 2005 for the album Dimanche à
Bamako (produced by Manu Chao), then in 2013 for the album
Folila, Amadou and Mariam joined forces with the "Blind Boys
©DR
of Alabama" to offer stunning vocal harmonies and hardhitting funky-afro-blues, mixing traditional Malian music, rock
guitars, Syrian violin, harmonica, and vocal harmonies. French, English, Bambara (mostly spoken
in Mali): the languages link together with finesse "From Bamako to Birmingham", when the music
wonderfully combines contemporary African sounds and Afro-American musical roots, creating a
very successful fusion between the Afro-pop of Amadou & Mariam and the gospel veterans of the
"Blind Boys of Alabama", in a subtle cultural mix.
Their "Jazz à Juan" concert: 2017 (the Blind Boys of Alabama)
As every year, according to the tradition initiated in 1965 by "Jazz à Juan", this Gospel concert will be
preceded, during the first half-hour, by an ecumenical celebration.

©Gilles Lefrancq - JAJ 2017
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De 35 € à 165 €

Wednesday
22nd
July

Dominique Fils-Aimé

© Y’a du monde à messe. Les productions Bazzo Bazzo

"Dominique Fils-Aimé’s voice is straightforward,
unaffected and so we are saved from having to
speculate on the number of influences to be unravelled
as we listen to a singer taking on a noble genre: soul.
By noble, I mean musical genres with the potential
to outlive the nostalgia that they arouse, i.e. serious
music requiring references, initiation, transmission of
knowledge as well as the audacity to claim the creation
of a contemporary work from the fertile ground of
yesteryear". These are the words of André Manoukian,
describing the songwriter and singer Dominique FilsAimé.

Little is known of Dominique Fils-Aimé, and it is the vocation of "Jazz à Juan" to have spectators
discover artists of her calibre. Inspired by the jazz-soul icons of the 1940s through to the 1960s,
such as Billie Holiday, Etta James and Nina Simone, this artist from Montreal, with Haitian origins,
offers with her suave voice an exalting cocktail of Afro-American music enriched by radiant groove,
enhancing her call to revolution with arrangements rich in vocal harmonies and unrestrained music
which marks her timeless productions. Latest album: Stay Tuned!, Felix "Jazz Album of the year" at
the ADISQ gala 2019.
1st concert in Juan

Lionel Richie « Hello Tour 2020 »

©DR

More than 100 million albums sold, 22 Top Ten U.S. titles,
five Grammy Awards®, an Oscar, a Golden Globe, and
a string of mega tubes that have flooded the universe...
Lionel Richie’s career, which began more than forty years
ago with the Commodores, one of Motown’s most popular
bands, has been a breathtaking one. Until the end of the
seventies, Lionel Richie will sign most of the great hits of
the group, including the famous Three Times a Lady. In
1980, he began a solo career, writing and producing for
Kenny Rogers Lady, which topped the charts as a duet with
Diana Ross (Endless Love - soundtrack to the film of the
same name).

What follows is the story of a true saga, an abracadabulous string of musical pearls that have
accompanied the lives of several generations. It must be said that there is no shortage of repertoire,
from Dancing on The Ceiling, Say You, Say Me, Easy to Hello, All Night Long, which he performed for
nearly 2.3 billion viewers at the 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Games. Not forgetting, of course, the
famous We Are The World, co-written with Michael Jackson, which will not fail, for sure, to please a
captivated crowd who will join in joyfully to sing the chorus in front of the incredible charisma of
this extraordinary artist.
His "Jazz à Juan" concert: 2015
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Sales open on 3rd March
2020 at 10:00am

TICKET SALES INFORMATION
OVER-THE-COUNTER TICKET SALES
Office de Tourisme et des Congrès
Antibes : 42 avenue Robert Soleau, Antibes
Juan-les-Pins : 60 chemin des Sables, Juan-les-Pins

ONLINE TICKET SALES

In March: Monday to Saturday from 9am to 12:30 and
from 1:30pm to 5pm. Sunday from 9am to 1pm.
From April to June: Monday to Saturday from 9:30am
to12:30 and from 2pm to 6pm.Sunday from 9am to
1pm.
In July: from Monday to Sunday, from 9am to 7pm.
Dates

Artists

09/07

Maceo Parker
Marcus Miller & Guests

10/07

Joey Alexander Trio
Wynton Marsalis Big Band

11/07

The Soul Rebels

The Roots

12/07

Eric Legnini trio
Melody Gardot & OPMC

13/07

Lee Ritenour & Dave Grusin
Gregory Porter

14/07

Tom Peng New Grass Band
Tom Oren Trio
Vincent Peirani & Friends

15/07

Jazz celebrations!

16/07

Evan Wilson & Ashlee Simpson

Diana Ross

17/07

Joe Lovano US5
Herbie Hancock

18/07

Anne Paceo
Ibrahim Maalouf

19/07

Amadou & Mariam and The
Blind Boys of Alabama

22/07

Dominique Fils-Aimé
Lionel Richie

Gold
Zone

www.jazzajuan.com

COMPANY STAFF COMMITEES

laurence.coquery@antibesjuanlespins.com

1st Cat.

2nd Cat.

3rd Cat.

Standing
tickets**

60 €
45 €
30 €*
55 €
110 €
85 €
68 €
40 €
28 €*
40 €
100 €
80 €
65 €
30 €
20 €*
55 €
120 €
90 €
70 €
40 €
28 €*
60 €
130 €
100 €
75 €
45 €
30 €*
Evening courtesy of the town of Antibes Juanles-Pins, by invitation only: advance reservation
required
Acoustic jazz in the streets between 7:30pm and
10:30pm
90 €
195 €
160 €
130 €
60 €
45 €*
40 €
100 €
80 €
65 €
30 €
20 €*
55 €
120 €
90 €
70 €
40 €
28 €*
Evening courtesy of the town of Antibes Juanles-Pins, by invitation only: advance reservation
required
70 €
165 €
130 €
100 €
50 €
35 €*
130 €

100 €

75 €

The Gold Zone ("Carré d’Or") means entrance to the festival site via the V.I.P. door, then via a special
access point with designated ushers to reach your cushioned seats located less than 20 metres from the
stage, with an unimpeded view of the stage.
* The "reduced" rate (not available online) is for under-18s, students, and holders of the LOL1625 card (proof must be
shown), within the limit of seats available within the corresponding seating categories.
** Standing tickets are only made available upon decision of the organiser, if the seating tickets are selling out.

Come out in numbers, be green and ride together, with friends or other music lovers via a
carpooling website.
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9-22
July
"Jammin’ SUMMER SESSION"
9th to 22nd July 2020
Jammin’Summer session or the Jazz of tomorrow
This summer, 13 of the 24 bands programmed are ones which effectively contributed, last October,
to the success of Jammin’Juan, the Market for jazz professionals. The Summer session will present
emerging artists or musicians little known in our country, who come from all over France but also
from the USA, the Netherlands, Belgium, Israel, Australia and Italy… These roots are present in their
music which represents all forms of contemporary jazz: classical jazz, jazz fusion, jazz rock, vocal
jazz and electro jazz, played by bands ranging in size from duos to big bands.
In Juan-les-Pins, petite Pinède, 7:30pm-8:30pm (9th to 22nd July) except the 15th July (9:30pm-10:30pm)
In Antibes, place Nationale, 7pm-8pm (11th to 19th July).
And after the concert, from 11:30 pm to 1:30am, the Jazz Club at the AC Ambassadeur Hotel presents
Nils Indjein Trio from 9th to 19th July.
Full programme to be announced : www.jazzajuan.com

3 photos ©Gilles Lefrancq
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JAZZ ON THE BEACH

Contact :
Michèle Bosq : +33 (0)4 22 10 60 47

michele.bosq@antibesjuanlespins.com

Our VIP village*, dedicated to companies and professionals, at the heart of the very famous Gould
pine grove, at the water’s edge and lit by the stars... of jazz!
A personalized welcome from 7pm, dinner at the beach (from 7pm to 10:30pm) and private box
seats enabling you to see the concert of your choice as a privileged guest...
Minimum 10 people (1 table for 10 + 10 box seats).
Jazz on the Beach: experience magical moments!
* maximum capacity per evening: 80 people, free parking and free shuttle buses.

2 photos ©Gilles Lefrancq
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Tourism & Convention Bureau
60 chemin des Sables
06160 Juan-les-Pins
France
Tel. : +33 (0)4 22 10 60 01 / 60 10
accueil@antibesjuanlespins.com
www.antibesjuanlespins.com
Antibes Juan-les-Pins l’Actu
Jazz à Juan
www.jazzajuan.com
Director : Philippe Baute
Artistic director : Jean-René Palacio
Press Officer: : Béatrice Di Vita
Tel. : +33 (0)4 22 10 60 29
beatrice.divita@antibesjuanlespins.com
Press assistant : Lucy Howard
Tel : +33 (0)4 22 10 60 26
lucy.howard@antibesjuanlespins.com

To download images: :
www.jazzajuan.com / espace presse
Login ID: presse@jazzajuan
Password: JAJVinVin!

www.twitter.com/jazzajuan
www.facebook.com/jazzajuan

Jazz à Juan» recycles in partnership with UNIVALOM

Alcohol abuse is dangerous for your health. Please drink responsibly.

WITH THANKS TO OUR PARTNERS
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